Introduction
proposed sticky information as an alternative to the workhorse of monetary analysis, the sticky-price approach. The basic idea of sticky information is that information spreads slowly through the economy. Mankiw and Reis argue that this approach is favorable to the sticky-price approach because it is able to predict certain empirical observations that can not be generated by sticky prices: hump-shaped responses of inflation to monetary impulses, contractionary disinflations, and the acceleration phenomenon. Reis (2006) examines the second-moment performance of the stickyinformation Phillips curve in the otherwise simple Mankiw and Reis (2002) model. In this model, the sticky-information Phillips curve represents the monetary side of the economy, while the model is closed by exogenous stochastic processes on the real side. Reis finds that even such a simple sticky-information model matches selected second moments of US inflation reasonably well.
In this paper, we examine whether the finding of Reis is unique to a sticky-information model or whether it can also be achieved using a stickyprice model. We contribute to the literature on the horse race between sticky information and sticky prices methodologically in several respects. While certain previous studies have focussed on selected properties (e.g. Korenok and Swanson 2007 , Korenok 2008 , Abbott 2010 , we take a broader look on inflation dynamics and consider inflation variance and persistence as well as its relation to dynamics in demand and supply. Considering only some properties of the inflation process may be misleading as we find that improving a model's fit to e.g. inflation persistence worsens its ability to predict e.g. responses to demand shocks.
Furthermore we do not only consider US inflation dynamics, but also those in five more countries, the UK, Germany, France, Canada, and Japan. Our motivation to take this cross-country perspective is to test whether relative model performances are country-specific. We find that some moments which are important for the identification of our two models (predominantly 4 inflation persistence and its reaction to demand innovations) differ substantially across countries. It is therefore interesting to evaluate how the models cope with these differences. The unique cross-country perspective further distinguishes our study from the existing literature on the horse race between sticky information and sticky prices.
Finally, we compare the model performances both in moment-based and likelihood evaluations. Considering the models from both points of view reveals the interesting fact that, in many cases, one model is supported in the moment-based evaluation and the other in the likelihood-based comparison. Relying on only one perspective may therefore be misleading.
We compare the two Phillips curves in the framework of the MankiwReis model which allows a comparison on a leveled playing field. For a fair comparison, the two Phillips curves should be applied in models which are otherwise identical. Furthermore, the estimation of the rest of the model should be separable from the estimation of the Phillips curve. Otherwise, parameter estimates for the other equations would be influenced by the specific Phillips curve chosen. The Mankiw-Reis model fulfills these criteria. When we estimate the models, we make use of the separability of the model and first estimate the real side of the economy and then the Phillips curves. This ensures that, when comparing models, both have not only the same equations but also the same parameter estimates on the real side of the economy and are exposed to the same sequence of shocks.
1
Although the Mankiw-Reis model is very stylized in the way the model is closed, it seems sophisticated enough to capture inflation dynamics well. In our empirical analysis, we can reject equality between models generated by the estimated models and empirical moments at 99% significance in only 2% of the cases.
Our empirical procedure is a simulation-based moment evaluation. We estimate stochastic processes governing the dynamics of the output gap and solve for inflation as a rational-expectations equilibrium response to innova-tions in these variables. For a set of selected second moments of inflation, we generate distributions of model moments by repeated simulations of the models.
We compare the empirical performance of the two models on the ground of the absolute difference between model moments and empirical moments, the number of moments for which equality of empirical and model moment can be rejected, and the likelihoods of the two models given the empirical moments. We perform two comparisons of sticky prices and sticky information. In the first comparison, we regard calibrated versions of the two models, whereas we consider estimated models in the second comparison.
Our results do not clearly support one of the two competing models. In the baseline calibration, the models perform similarly in the US, Germany, France, Canada, and Japan. Only in the UK, sticky information is clearly supported by the data. Under the estimated parametrization, sticky prices perform slightly better in the UK and Germany, while sticky information is supported by French data, and both models perform similarly in the US, Canada, and Japan.
The unique cross-country perspective of our study furthermore reveals that both models systematically generate very smooth inflation and have difficulties in countries where inflation persistence is relatively low compared to the US. A similar result is found with respect to cross-correlations which empirically differ from the US observations. The finding of a country-dependend model performance is a new insight as no previous study in the literature has compared sticky information and sticky prices in a cross-country perspective.
Our broad view on the inflation process reveals that sticky prices perform rather well in matching unconditional moments of the inflation process, while being less successful with inflation reactions to changes in demand. For sticky information, we observe a trade-off in the empirical fit. Calibrations which are successful in generating empirical cross-correlations of inflation with supply and demand have a worse fit in unconditional moments and vice versa.
To sum up our results, the overall empirical performance allows no clear distinction between the two concepts. However, if one is predominantly inter-ested in matching unconditional moments of inflation dynamics, sticky prices should be used. Researchers who focus on co-movement of inflation with demand may obtain better results applying sticky information. These results rely on our cross-country perspective since, in the US, model performances are almost identical.
A number of previous papers have compared sticky prices and sticky information empirically for one specific economy. In line with our results, evidence from the literature is also mixed and does not clearly favor one of the models.
In this literature, Mankiw and Reis (2002) , Kiley (2007) , and Korenok (2008) work with similar model approaches than we do, but these studies are different from ours in other respects. Mankiw and Reis (2002) consider impulse responses of inflation qualitatively. They conclude that sticky information matches the shape of observed impulse responses better than sticky prices. Our study evaluates the empirical performance quantitatively and also targets unconditional moments of inflation dynamics.
Similarly to the Mankiw-Reis model, Kiley (2007) works in models which consist of a Phillips curve and reduced-form equations for the rest of the economy. His evaluations are based on the predictive power of the different Phillips curves for inflation where expectations that enter the Phillips curves are obtained from a reduced-form system for marginal cost. By contrast, we approach the inflation process in a broader way also considering higher moments of inflation and use model-consistent rational expectations. In the results of Kiley (2007) , the sticky-price model fits better than the sticky information model.
A modeling strategy similar to ours is used by Korenok (2008) who determines the rational-expectations solution in a model which consists of a Phillips curve and an exogenous stochastic process for unit labor costs. His analysis differs from ours in the estimation method and the focus of the model evaluation. Korenok (2008) uses a Bayesian full information likelihood approach and estimates both sides of the model jointly whereas we apply a two-step procedure. The model evaluation of Korenok (2008) is based on a likelihood evaluation in a bivariate model with inflation and unit labor 7 costs, while we also distinguish between the relations to demand and supply, respectively. The results of Korenok (2008) favor the sticky-price model.
Opposed to our closed-form expectations approach, Coibion (2010), Ciobîcǎ (2010) , and Dupor, Kitamura, and Tsuruga (2010) perform single equation evaluations of the competing Phillips curves determining the expectation terms outside the model. Coibion (2010) estimates different Phillips curves with US data using instruments for the output gap and expectations determined from VARs or survey data, respectively. He performs two regression-based tests to compare the competing Phillips curves. In his results, the sticky information Phillips curve is statistically dominated by the new Keynesian Phillips curve. Ciobîcǎ (2010) basically repeats the analysis of Coibion (2010) with Romanian data and comes to the same conclusion. Dupor et al. (2010) compare sticky prices and sticky information in a nested model and obtain predicted series of a real marginal cost measure and inflation from a VAR. They, too, find that sticky prices dominate sticky information empirically.
A third group of papers compare the different Phillips curves within complete DSGE models. Therein, expectations are rational but the choice of the Phillips curve affects the estimates for the other parts of the model. Andrés, López-Salido, and Nelson (2005) use a model without capital accumulation which, next to the Phillips curve, encompasses an IS relation and equations for money demand and money growth. They estimate the model using Maximum Likelihood for US data. In their estimation results, sticky information has the higher likelihood. Korenok and Swanson (2007) use a calibrated DSGE model with different Phillips curves. They base their model evaluation on impulse response analyses and on evaluating the joint distribution of inflation and the output gap. They find that, for a standard level of stickiness, the sticky-information model performs better than the standard sticky-price model. Abbott (2010) uses the same model as Korenok and Swanson (2007) and focuses on the reaction of inflation to monetary innovations. The results confirm the results of Korenok and Swanson (2007) and also support sticky information relative to the standard sticky price model. Paustian and Pytlarczyk (2006) consider sticky-price and stickyinformation variants of the Smets and Wouters (2003) DSGE model which they estimate with Bayesian techniques for the Euro Area. Based on the posterior odds ratio, they conclude that the sticky-price model dominates the sticky-information model. Laforte (2007) considers sticky-price and sticky-information pricing in a smaller DSGE model which he estimates with Bayesian techniques for US data. In his results, sticky information has the higher posterior odds than sticky prices.
Some studies also allow for lags of inflation in the Phillips curves. It can be summarized as a general result, that, when allowing for lags, a sticky-price Phillips curve with sufficiently many lags of inflation fits best (see e.g. Kiley 2007 , Korenok and Swanson 2007 , and Abbott 2010 although there is often no sticky-information Phillips curve with backward-looking parts included in the comparisons. Kiley (2007) and Dupor et al. (2010) also allow for combinations of sticky prices and sticky information which dominate the pure versions further confirming the impression that both concepts have empirical support.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents models and our empirical strategy. The results of the analysis can be found in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
Models and Empirical Strategy

Models
Phillips curves. We compare the concepts of sticky information and sticky prices which result in different Phillips curves. For the following empirical analysis, we use only the two Phillips curves and close the models identically in the simple way proposed by Mankiw and Reis (2002) .
The sticky-price Phillips curve takes the form
where π t denotes inflation, y t is the log output gap and E t is the expectations operator based on the information set of period t. 2 The parameter α is a measure of real rigidities that measures the dependency of an individual firm's optimal price on the output gap. The parameter λ denotes the fraction of prices changed in every period and is a measure of nominal rigidity. The sticky-information Phillips curve takes the form
where Δ is the difference operator, i.e. Δy t = y t −y t−1 . Here, λ is a measure of price rigidity which measures the fraction of firms receiving new information in each period.
The main difference between the two Phillips curves (1) and (2) is the presence of different expectation terms. As equation (1) states, in the stickyprice model, inflation depends on current expectations of future inflation because this is the information used by firms that currently change prices. The sticky-information Phillips curve (2) contains all past expectations of current inflation reflecting that a fraction of firms change prices based on obsolete information of different age.
Closing the Models. A Phillips curve represents a relationship between two endogenous variables, inflation π t and the log output gap y t . In order to close the model, a second relationship between these two variables is needed. Assuming that natural output is equal to labor productivity, the log output gap y t can be written as
where m t is log nominal income, p t is the log price level, and a t is the log labor productivity. We follow the empirical analysis of Mankiw and Reis (2002) , Reis (2006) , and Mankiw and Reis (2011) and use their assumptions regarding m t and a t : We assume that these variables are exogenous to inflation and that they follow independent stochastic processes. While Reis (2006) finds that first-order auto-regressive processes are sufficient for quarterly US data, processes of higher order describe the growth rates of nominal income and productivity in other countries more adequately. We therefore allow the growth rates Δa t and Δm t to follow auto-regressive processes of up to order eight. Given such processes, we write Δm t and Δa t as a moving average of past shocks,
While assuming that productivity follows an exogenous stochastic process as in (3) is standard in the literature, assuming this also for nominal income is rather unusual. Mankiw and Reis (2011) justify this assumption by describing how monetary policy can ensure that nominal income follows such a process. Throughout the model, we will refer to Δm and Δa as changes in demand and supply, respectively. Modeling the dynamics of nominal income and productivity in this way implies ignoring any structural relationships governing these dynamics. However, estimating (4) captures any structure in the data which does not include feedback from inflation to nominal income. Structural relations that are missed by the assumptions (3) and (4) are missed in both models equally. Furthermore, our modeling strategy ensures that the model can be estimated recursively and hence the choice of the Phillips curve does not influence estimates for other equations of the model. The Mankiw-Reis model seems sophisticated enough to capture inflation dynamics well. In our empirical analysis, we can reject equality between models generated by the estimated models and empirical moments at 99% significance in only 2% of the cases.
Solving the Models. Both, the sticky-information model (SI) and the sticky-price model (SP), consist of a Phillips curve and the exogenous stochastic processes for nominal income and productivity growth described above. Shocks to Δm t and Δa t are thus the only driving forces for dynamics in the models. The solution for inflation is a moving average of past shocks to nominal income and productivity,
where z = SI, SP . We solve for the coefficients γ and ξ
SP i
respectively, using the method of undetermined coefficients, see Appendix A.1.
Empirical Strategy
Our first empirical analysis starts from the empirical exercise reported in Reis (2006) . He considers the Mankiw and Reis (2002) model with sticky information, i.e. the model consists of equations (2), (3), and (4) where the parameters in (3) are such that the process is white noise and (4) is AR(1).
He determines a sequence of model-predicted inflation rates by combining the estimated empirical innovations to nominal income and productivity with the MA coefficients of inflation (5) for a chosen parametrization α = 0.11 and λ = 0.25. He calculates the second moments of this sequence and compares them to the empirically observed counterparts. His informal judgement about the accuracy of the model is based on the absolute differences between empirical and model moments. The quantitative analysis of Reis is augmented in several respects in this paper. First, we consider five more countries, the UK, Germany, France, Canada, and Japan. Second, we also consider a sticky-price Phillips curve and compare the two concepts. We third extend the analysis methodologically by comparing not only absolute deviations between model moments and empirical observations but also evaluating the statistical properties of these differences. We generate a distribution of model moments by repeated simulation. Using this distribution, we perform a t-test of significant difference to the empirical moments for each model moment. Furthermore, we evaluate the likelihoods of the two models as the joint density of the empirical moments in the joint distribution of model moments. We determine the probability distribution of the empirical moments by a bootstrapping method.
In the empirical analysis, we simulate the model on a quarterly basis as described in the previous section but evaluate the dynamics of annual changes, i.e. we target the dynamics of Δ 4 p t = p t − p t−4 .
3 The reason to use annual changes lies in potential measurement errors in quarterly seasonally adjusted data which are extenuated by considering annual changes. Using quarterly changes, second moments of inflation dynamics in some countries differ substantially from what is observed in the US. For annual changes, moments are much more similar across countries. For example, the autocorrelation of quarterly inflation in Japan is only one third of the US value, while the autocorrelation of annual inflation rates is almost the same in the two countries. Inflation persistence is an important moment for the identification of the models which systematically predict very smooth inflation. We therefore want to avoid measurement error in this important moment and use annual changes. As Reis (2006) , we take a broad perspective on the inflation process. Our set of considered moments therefore includes unconditional moments of inflation dynamics (standard deviation and autocorrelation) as well as measures of the co-movements with supply and demand (cross-correlation with leads and lags of nominal income and labor productivity).
In order to relate our results to those of Reis (2006), we use the same data and sample period in the case of the US. For comparability to Reis (2006) , we also start with a given benchmark parametrization, α = 0.11 and λ = 0.25. Later on, we also estimate α and λ for each model and country using the method of simulated moments (Davidson and MacKinnon 2004, Chapter 7) . We then repeat the comparison of the two models under the estimated parametrization. A detailed description of our empirical strategy can be found in Appendix A.2. The appendix also contains the results of a Monte Carlo study in which we check the reliability of the estimation procedure.
In our analysis, we use quarterly data on nominal income, labor productivity, and consumer price indices. Most of our data stems from the OECD and the respective national statistical offices. Data sources and details are described in Appendix A.3.
Results
Our empirical analysis starts with an estimation of the auto-regressive processes for nominal income and productivity growth for the six countries in our sample. In 7 of the 12 cases, higher-order processes are needed to describe the dynamics in productivity and nominal income growth in the various countries. The estimated auto-regressive processes are reported in Appendix A.4. Table 1 presents the results of the model comparison under the baseline parametrization. For each country and moment, the following information is reported in the table: the first line in each cell presents the two moments predicted by the sticky-information model (S.I.) and the sticky-price model (S.P.) as well as the observed value from the data. The numbers reported in round brackets are the standard deviations of the respective model moments. The numbers in square brackets represent the p-values of a test of equality between the respective model moment and the empirical counterpart.
Results under Baseline Calibration
We evaluate the empirical performance of the models by different measures which can be found at the bottom of the table. The first measure is the number of moments which are closer to the empirical moment in absolute terms than the moment of the competing model. We then count the moments for which we can reject that they are equal to the empirical moment at the 5% level. The third measure of performance is the model's likelihood given the empirical moments, Π x∈X f (x). Since this joint density is in general a very small number, the table reports the common logarithm.
First, the results confirm our view that the Mankiw-Reis model is sufficiently sophisticated for our analysis. The models match most considered moments well with not more than two (out of 16) rejected moments per country in the US, Germany, France, and Japan. From the six rejected moments in Canada, only two are also rejected at the 1% significance level. Although the models are less successful in matching UK inflation dynamics, we regard the overall performances as sufficiently good to draw conclusions from these results. We now compare the two models' performances country by country.
For the US, absolute deviations between model and empirical moments are small. A similar results is also observed by Reis (2006) who considers quarterly inflation and finds that, with the exception of the autocorrelation, predictions of the sticky-information model do not differ from the empirical counterpart by much. Focussing on annual inflation, we find that this result also holds for the autocorrelation of inflation. However, this finding is not unique to the sticky information model, the sticky-price model performs similarly.
Considering only absolute differences does not exploit the statistical properties of the moments. For this reason, we also present standard deviations as well as p-values of a t-test of significant difference between the respective model moment and the empirical counterpart. The results confirm Reis' judgement that the sticky-information model fits the data remarkably well. No model moment is significantly different from the data moments at the 5% level. But models perform similarly again with no rejected moment also for sticky prices.
Comparing the two competing models for the US, sticky prices perform slightly better than sticky information. The number of moments closer to the data is equal for both models and, in both models, no moment is rejected. Considering the models' likelihoods, sticky prices perform slightly better than sticky information. Table 1 continued.
For the UK, the sticky-information model performs better than the stickyprice model. The sticky-information model produces moments that are closer to the data in five out of eight cases. For sticky information, two moments are rejected at the 5% level and, for sticky prices, four moments are rejected. As a result of this disability to generate certain data moments, both joint densities are low with sticky information performing better.
For Germany, the results do not allow a clear discrimination between the models. A moments-based evaluation supports sticky information, while sticky prices dominate in a likelihood comparison. The sticky-information model produces five moments that are closer to the data. This finding is confirmed when considering the statistical properties of the moments. For sticky prices, two moments are significantly different from the data moments, while no moment is rejected for sticky information. However, the likelihood is higher for sticky prices than for sticky information in the case of Germany.
A similar picture arises for France. In a moments-based evaluation, sticky information is more successful than sticky prices. The absolute distance to the empirical moments is lower for sticky information in six out of eight cases. For both models, only one moment is rejected. A likelihood comparison, by contrast, supports sticky prices as the likelihood of the sticky-information model is effectively zero. This is driven by the standard deviation of inflation which is strongly rejected for the sticky-information model. Also for Canada, moments-based evaluation and likelihood comparison show different results. Sticky prices match more moments closer in absolute terms but the number of rejected moments is equal. However, the likelihood is higher for sticky information.
Sticky prices are slightly better in the case of Japan. Sticky information matches more moments closer to the data but has one more rejected moment. Considering the likelihood of the models, sticky prices are supported by Japanese data.
Leaving the country-by-country comparisons of overall model performances, it is also interesting to elicit how the two models perform in situations where moments empirically differ substantially from the US benchmark. One of such moments is the Canadian autocorrelation which is considerably lower than in the other countries. Both models overpredict this moment substantially though equality to the empirical moment can only just not be rejected at 5% significance. Another interesting constellation is given by the negative cross-correlations of inflation to changes in demand in the UK and Canada. In the UK, sticky information can generate two out of three negative signs, while sticky prices are successful in one case. Neither model can generate a negative sign for Canada. Finally, models are more successful with respect to the unusual positive cross-correlations of inflation with changes in supply which are observed in France and Japan. Here, both models predict the signs correctly, while they are also successful in matching the negative relations to supply in the other countries.
All in all, our results do not allow a clear discrimination between the two models. In only one country, we find clear evidence in favor of one model. In the UK, sticky information dominates both in moment and likelihood-based comparisons. Considering the other five countries, evidence is mixed. In moments-based evaluations, sticky information performs better in Germany and France but worse in Canada. For the US and Japan, model performance is similar. In likelihood comparisons, sticky prices perform better in four countries (US, Germany, France, and Japan). The results also show that it is valuable to consider the inflation process broadly. While sticky information is less successful in matching unconditional moments of inflation dynamics (3 vs. 2 rejected moments), it performs better with respect to the inflation reactions to changes in demand (4 vs. 8 rejected moments). The latter finding is in line with Mankiw and Reis (2002) who demonstrated qualitatively that sticky information generates empirically superior inflation responses to demand shocks compared to the sticky-price alternative.
Estimation Results
This section presents the results from our estimation procedure of the Phillips curve parameters. We estimate the parameters α and λ by matching our two models to the observed second moments of inflation using the method of simulated moments. The results are summarized in the point estimates for the parameters α and λ as well as their standard deviations (in brackets) for each country and model.
For the sticky-price model, our estimates for the parameter λ, measuring nominal rigidity, are close to those used in common calibrations (λ ≈ 0.25, e.g. Mankiw and Reis 2002) . Concerning real rigidities, measured by α, the estimated values differ substantially across countries. For sticky prices, our estimates lie somewhat above the values discussed in the literature, which range from 0.11 (Reis 2006) to 0.17 (Chari et al. 2000) , in two countries, the US and France.
4 The estimates for the other countries are lower.
For the sticky-information model, our results are different. Except for the US, informational rigidities, λ, are lower than those found in the literature (Khan and Zhu 2002; Carroll 2003; Döpke et al. 2008 ). The estimated realrigidity parameter α lies very close to the baseline in the UK whereas our estimates are higher for the other five countries. For France, we find a very high point estimate for α which is associated with a very high standard deviation. The problem of an imprecisely estimated degree of real rigidity when both Phillips-curve parameters are estimated jointly is a known phenomenon in the literature (see Khan and Zhu 2002; Döpke et al. 2008 ).
Results under Estimated Parametrization
We repeat the model comparison using the estimated parametrization. The results are presented in Table 3 . The table is the counterpart to Table 1 and is arranged conformably. Note that the estimation is based on a moment distance such that the moment-based performance tends to improve as compared to the baseline parametrization (at 1% significance, only 2 of the 96 model moments can be rejected). However, we also observe trade-offs in the empirical performances of the models. In particular, sticky information becomes more successful in matching unconditional moments of inflation dynamics when using the estimated parametrization but at the costs of the fit to the empirical cross-correlations. In contrast to the moment-based evaluations, the models' likelihoods are non-targeted measures in the estimation.
The model predicted moments are very similar to those from the baseline parametrization in case of the US. As a consequence, all model evaluations show similar results as under the baseline parametrization. The two competing models perform almost identically.
For the UK, model moments change substantially when using the estimated parameters. Sticky information predicts the standard deviation of inflation substantially better than under the baseline. This however forces the model to perform worse with respect to other moments (the cross-correlation with changes in supply and demand) which results in six rejected moments at the 5% level. This is put into perspective when recognizing that only one of those moments is also rejected at the 1% level (see the reported p-values in the table). The sticky-price model gains with respect to the cross-correlations of inflation with demand and loses concerning other moments. All in all, sticky prices perform slightly better under the estimated parametrizations. Table 3 continued.
For Germany, no moment is rejected under the estimated parametrization. Sticky prices match more moments closer and the model has the higher likelihood.
Considering France, sticky information wins the horse race under the estimated parametrization. The sticky-information model performs considerably better than under the baseline calibration whereas the performance of sticky prices does not change much. Sticky information has the higher density and matches more moments more closely.
Concerning Canada, sticky information is not better than sticky prices. Using the estimated parameters, both models improve as less moments are rejected, but at at the cost of lower overall likelihoods. Comparing the model performances, no clear evidence occurs.
Also, the results for Japan allow no clear discrimination between models. For both models, no moment is rejected but sticky price match six moments closer. By contrast, sticky information has the higher likelihood.
Also, under the estimated parametrization we want to draw special attention to the unusual moments which the models failed to generate under the baseline calibration (see Section 3.1). Also here, both models substantially overpredict the relatively low Canadian inflation persistence. This indicates that the two models systematically generate too much inflation smoothness. This result is in line with those of previous studies. In Coibion (2010) , the poor performance of the sticky-information approach is partly driven by the fact that predicted inflation is excessively smooth. Also in the study of Paustian and Pytlarczyk (2006) , the origin of the poor fit of sticky information is the inability of the model to match the autocorrelation of inflation. With respect to the negative correlations of inflation with movements in demand (UK and Canada), the sticky-price model is rather successful under the estimated parametrization. The model now predicts four of the six negative signs correctly while still generating all the positive signs in the other countries. In this respect, the sticky information model performs even worse than under the baseline calibration, a consequence of the improved fit in the unconditional moments of inflation dynamics (see above).
All in all, the comparison of the estimated models shows weak support for one of the competing models in three countries. Sticky prices perform slightly better in the UK and Germany, while sticky information is supported by French data. Performances of the two models are very similar in the other three countries.
Conclusion
This paper has provided an empirical cross-country comparison of the stickyprice and sticky-information Phillips curves on the basis of second moments of inflation. The analysis contributed to the literature on the horse race between the two concepts methodologically in several respects. We compared the model performances both in moment-based and likelihood evaluations. In addition, we took a broad look on inflation dynamics considering inflation variance and persistence as well as its relation to dynamics in demand and supply. Finally, our cross-country perspective allowed to test whether model performances are country-specific. We performed two comparisons of sticky prices and sticky information. In the first we compared calibrated versions of the two models, whereas we considered estimated models in the second comparison. Our results do not clearly support one of the two competing models. Relative model performances depend on the calibration, the country, and on which moments of the inflation process one focuses.
In the baseline calibration, the two models perform similarly in most countries. Only in the UK, sticky information is clearly supported. When comparing the estimated models, our results indicate that sticky information performs better in France, while sticky prices dominate in the UK and Germany and both models perform similarly in the US, Canada, and Japan.
The cross-country perspective of our paper revealed that both models' performances worsen where inflation dynamics deviate from US observations. Our broad view on the inflation process allowed disentangling the model performances. We find that sticky prices match unconditional moments of inflation dynamics better while sticky information is more successful in matching co-movement of inflation with demand.
A Appendix
A.1 Model Solution
We determine the model solution by a guess-and-verify approach. We guess that inflation is a moving average of past shocks, see equation (5).
A.1.1 Sticky Information
We start from the Sticky-information Phillips curve (2). In this appendix, we solve for the coefficients on Δm t , the solution for the coefficients on Δa t is equivalent except for the opposite sign. We solve for coefficients on Δm t using the method of undetermined coefficients. First, we consider Δa t+i = 0 ∀i. Our guessed solution for inflation (5) then simplifies to
Plugging the solution for inflation into (2) yields:
Thus expressions for the log output gap and the log output gap growth are needed. Using the definition of the output gap, the MA representation of nominal income growth (4),
and the assumption of Δa t+i = a t+i = 0 ∀i gives an expression for the log output gap growth:
The log output y t can be described by using equation (7) as:
Substituting (7) and (8) into the Phillips curve (2): 
A.1.2 Sticky Prices
We start from the following representation of the Sticky-price Phillips curve (1),
which is equation (A13) from Mankiw and Reis (2002) extended with a nonconstant log productivity a t . In this appendix, we solve for the coefficients on innovations to nominal income, the solution for the coefficients on innovations to productivity is again equivalent except for the opposite sign. We solve for coefficients on Δm t using the method of undetermined coefficients. For convenience, we assume Δa t+i = 0 ∀i. Our guessed solution for inflation (5) then simplifies to
We also use the MA representation of nominal income growth (4). Eliminating the difference operator by backward iteration yields
Plugging (12) and (13) into (10) gives
which can be simplified to
Using matching coefficients as described in the preceding section (use the realization ε 
and for γ 
A.2 Empirical Strategy: Formal Description
Model Comparison. In detail, our empirical procedure under a certain parametrization, α and λ, proceeds as follows: For each country c and model z, the analysis consists of a complete model parametrization and a repeated model simulation and proceeds as follows:
1. In the parametrization phase, we first estimate processes for nominal income growth and productivity growth from the data. In any country and for both time series, we start with estimating the parameters of an AR(4) process by OLS. If the coefficient on the last lag is not significantly different from zero, we drop that lag and re-estimate an auto-regressive process of order 3. We drop insignificant lags until we arrive at a process with a significant last lag (sequential t-testing). Table 4 : Monte Carlo study, estimated α and λ for both models of moving blocks bootstrap (Elfron and Tibshirani 1998, Chapter 8.6 ). The estimators α c,z and λ c,z are the solution to min α,λ Q (α, λ, X c,z , X c ). We compare the models under the estimated parametrization repeating the described above using α c,z and λ c,z .
Monte Carlo Study.
We check the reliability of the estimation procedure in a Monte Carlo study using 10,000 simulated data sets of length 80 (the length of our US data set). These data sets stem from simulations of the respective models under a pre-determined parametrization. The results (Table 4) of the Monte Carlo study confirm our confidence in the estimation procedure, no estimator is significantly biased.
A.3 Data
For our empirical analysis, data on inflation, productivity, and nominal income is needed. We have quarterly data on these three variables for a sufficiently long period for the following six countries: the US, the UK, Germany, France, Canada, and Japan. However, the period for which we have complete data varies considerably between the different countries. For inflation and nominal income, we use CPI inflation and nominal GDP per capita, respectively, for all countries. Concerning labor productivity which we use as a measure of natural output, our variable of choice is output per working person which we have for five countries. For reasons of data availability, we use productivity per working hour for Germany.
The longest sample is available for the US. For comparability with Reis (2006) , we use the same US sample. For Canada, the shortest sample in Table 6 reports the estimated auto-regressive processes for nominal income and productivity growth for the six countries in our sample. The order of the processes has been determined by sequential t-testing. In 5 of the 12 cases, it is sufficient to use not more than one lag to describe the dynamics in productivity and nominal income growth in the various countries. Growth in nominal income can be described as an AR(1) process for the United States. For the UK, nominal income growth seems to be i.i.d. For Germany, France, Canada and Japan, growth of nominal income is best described by autoregressive processes of higher order. Productivity growth can be described
A.4 Nominal Income and Productivity Processes
